धीमहि Dhīmahi
Principal’s Message

2011 has been a great year in the history of
Sydney Sanskrit School. We have seen our
children grow in confidence, accomplishment
and increased enthusiasm in learning Sanskrit.
The school has been abuzz with cultural events,
release of publications, festival celebrations to
name but a few.
This year has begun with a positive note of
increase in number of students willing to learn
Sanskrit, the result of which is the establishment
of Sanskrit classes at Glenfield. We also welcome
Mrs Ranjani Rao and Ms Sowmya Raman to our
teaching faculty. Introduction of an enhanced
curriculum and a well defined syllabus by
our education coordinators has been well
received by our students. The unique teaching
methodology formulated by the school is
aimed at teaching Sanskrit as a language in its
entirety.
‘Sanskrit for fun’ educational camps that was
introduced in 2011 is a favourite among the
school students and all other kids who are
unable to attend Sanskrit classes regularly. We
will be closing the first term with the ‘Autumn
Camp’ that is focused on Ramayana - family
tree of Rama, aviation during Ramayana and
use of war weapons.
Thank you, indeed, to everyone who has been
involved in the life of the School in 2011. I look
forward to work with you all again this year
in propagating, developing and promoting
Sanskrit.
Dr. Meenakshi Srinivasan

धीमहि Dhīmahi

ॐ वाग्देव् यै च विद्महे

विरिञ्चि पत्न ्यै च धीमहि
तन्नो वाणि प्रचोदयात।्

om vādevyai ca vidhmahe
viriñci patnyai ca dhīmahi
tanno vāṇi pracodayāt|
Om, Let me meditate on the goddess of speech,
Oh, wife of Lord Brahma, give me higher intellect,
and let Goddess Vani illuminate my mind.

‘It is very easy to be romantic about the good old days. But it is a
sure sign of decadence if we live contentedly in the traditional fabric
of ideas congealed into forms. In the flux of life, the past is not the
present. Progress is marked by originality and adventure; decay
by imitativeness and routine,’ are the words of Dr S Radhakrishnan
who discusses the ideas and ideals in his book ‘The Foundation of
Civilisation’. This is so true in today’s context where everyone is trying
to compete with each other and to prove themselves they imitate
others acts rather than flexing their minds to create something
anew.
Blessed are the students who have teachers encouraging them to
be creative. Failure is a stepping stone to success is what is taught to
them. Do not fear to fail and take the risk to create new is imbibed
in them through role modelling than preaching. Well, such is the
environment that the students of Sydney Sanskrit School thrive in.
They are constantly challenged, guided and rewarded for their failure
and success alike. The result of such an approach are the innovative
ideas that these students come up for learning the divine language
- Sanskrit. Their attempts and achievements in progressing Sanskrit
as a community language is aptly encapsulated in this edition of
Dhimahi.
We hope that you will appreciate the spirit of our students,
staff and committee members for their continuous efforts to
fertilise the growth of Sanskrit in the Southern Hemisphere.
Dr. Meenakshi Srinivasan and Dr. Lakshmi Satyanarayana
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Celebration of Samskrit - Samskrutotsavam
By Karthikeyan Subramanian
It is hard to imagine five years have gone by since establishing Sydney Sanskrit School, the first Community Language
Sanskrit School in Australia and the Southern Hemisphere. Yet another milestone in the short, yet long span of the
school. The school has grown significantly in the last couple of years and the number of students has steadily been
increasing. It is not just the increase in numbers but the increase in the ability of the students to be able to converse in
Sanskrit, is what the school relishes. Such an achievement had to be celebrated in a fitting manner, what other occasion
than Samaskrutotsavam to laud this?
Samaskrutotsavam 2011 was celebrated in Dundas Community Centre on Saturday 12 November. None other than Sri
Cha Mu Krishna Shastry, the founder of Samskrita Bharati the movement that saw the revival of spoken Samskrit in India
and abroad, was invited as the guest of honour. Other distinguished invitees were His Excellency Consul General, Mr P D
Fernando, Consulate General from The Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, Ms Kesanee Palanuwongse, Deputy
Consul-General, Royal Thai Government, Minister for Citizenship and Communities Victor Dominello represented by Mr
Andrew Rohan, MP, Member for Smithfield, Mr Paul Lynch, MP, Member for Liverpool and Shadow Attorney General, Mr
Alex Di Prinzio, The NSW Community Languages Schools Program Education Officer, Mr Vijay Singhal, Hindu Council of
Australia, Mr Samba Murthy renowned vedantic scholar.
Miss Sowmya Raman, the winner of Premiers Award for Excellence in Community Language for year 2011 welcomed
the audience with an impressive speech delivered in Sanskrit. Mrs Priyamvada Sreenath, a proud parent delivered a
prayer to Lord Ganesha, the remover of obstacles.
Lavanya Raman started the program with an acknowledgement of the traditional owners of the land, paying respects
to elders of the Aboriginal community and welcomed the audience in a fluent speech in Sanskrit and the evergreen
Master of Ceremony, Mrs Vandana Dikshit took over with English translations.
The function commenced auspiciously with the traditional lighting of the lamp by Sri Cha Mu Krishna Shastry with the
students chanting “Asatoma Sadgamaya” a Sanskrit verse praying to dispel darkness and enrich the individual and the
humanity with enlightenment, peace and prosperity.
Saraswati Vandana, an invocation to the Goddess of Knowledge was delivered by junior students of the school. The
highlight of this was the Veena (a traditional classical musical instrument) which was crafted out of foam and cardboard
by a parent, Mr Sundar, whose enthusiasm for contribution to the school seems to be limitless.
Yakshagana is a classical dance drama narrating a historical or a cultural theme accompanied by several musical
instruments and is home to North Karnataka district, India. Master Jay Hegde delivered an exemplary solo performance
on the significance of Sudharshana Wheel as described in Mahabharata. This play, dating back to 3200 BC has not been
attempted in Sanskrit on this side of the Equator.

Sri Cha Mu Krishna Shastri inaugurated the
function by lighting the lamp.

Students singing song in praise of ‘Saraswati - Goddess
of knowledge.

Yakshagana presented
Master Jay Hegde

by

The significance of parts of the human body was described through a rhyme in the next program followed by a limerick
introducing counting from 1 to 10 in Sanskrit. All the songs were composed by the students and teachers of Sydney
Sanskrit School.
School President Dr Lakshmi Satyanarayana presented multimedia report on the annual achievements and the
activities of the Sydney Sanskrit School. ‘Sanskrit for fun’ educational camps, the class room activities, winners of the
Premiers award Vikram Sundar and Sowmya Raman, winners of essay competition Skanda and Sumukha Jagadeesh,
participation in professional training programs conducted by the Department of Education and educational tour to
Nan Tien Temple were some of the salient points highlighted in her report.
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Kaalidaasa, the court poet of King Bhoja, resolves a challenge in a Sanskrit Drama presented by the school students.

An Indian poet and dramatist, Kaalidaasa lived during the reign of Agnimitra, the second Shunga King (c. 170 BC).
According to legend, the poet was known for his good looks which brought him to the attention of a princess who
married him. In this drama, the Sydney Sanskrit School students enacted a story line in Sanskrit where Kaalidaasa as the
court poet of King Bhoja, resolves a challenge presented by the KIng that involves completing a stanza with the four
letters Ka, Kha, Ga and Gha. The challenge was to use these words as the last line of a meaningful stanza. Kaalidaasa
using his wit is able to complete this task with ease. Traditional palace court designed and built by team of parents Mr
Ganesan, Sundar, Jagadeesh, Meera and Gabriel made the play come alive on stage. Kaalidaasa made a dramatic entry
from among the audience, a spectacular idea by the choreographers.

Students of Carnatic Music group singing Bhaja Govindam with their
guru Sri Anand Dikshit.

Tabla performance by the dsiciples of Pt. Ram Bahadur.

Students of Carnatic Music group of the school and disciples of Sri Anand Dikshit presented a collection of verses from
of Bhaja Govindam, the work of Sri Adi Shankaracharya (80BC), which underscores the view that devotion (Bhakti)
to God, Govinda, is a vastly important part of general spirituality. This was followed by a Tabla performance by the
disciples of Pundit Ram Bahadur.
Antakshari is a musical game played in India. The idea of the game is to start singing the first two lines of a song.
The singer has to sing two complete lines and then she/he may stop at the end of those or following lines. The last
letter of the last word sung is then used by the next singer to sing another song, starting with that letter. “Sanskrit
Antakshari” was sung in Sanskrit by a group of senior students demonstrating their proficiency in the language and
were applauded by the audience.
The School had organised ‘Sanskrit for fun’ camps during the school holidays in April, July and September. Amongst
the various fun activities that the kids enjoyed, one of the learning activities was to know more about the seasons
corresponding to the months when these camps were held. In this item, Ritu Gaanam, the students sang songs that
described the seasons - Autumn (Sharad Ritu), Winter (Shishir Ritu) and Spring (Vasanta Ritu).
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Attended by over one hundred guests, parents, Sanskrit lovers and others most were impressed by the students.
Almost all of them spoke Sanskrit with impressive pronunciation and diction eventhough they do not have much
chance of practising the language outside the school. This showed the level of commitment of both the students and
the teachers and of course credit must be given to the parents who encourage their children not dismissing Sanskrit
learning as a non-commercial activity.
In his speech His Excellency Consul General, Mr P D Fernando, Consulate General of The Democratic Socialist Republic
of Sri Lanka highlighted the significance of Sanskrit not only in Sri Lankan tradition and culture but its influence
across South and South East Asia. Paying tributes to its richness, philosophy and spiritual depth of Sanskrit, he traced
the spread of Buddhism through Sanskrit across India, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Indonesia; till the Far East, Japan and
China terming Sanskrit as the language of peace. He recalled experience of his younger days and how Sanskrit had
significantly influenced his life.
He distributed prizes for winners of Bhagavad Gita and Subhashitam Chanting competition. The first prize winners were
given a complimentary subscription to Hinduism Today sponsored by Himalayan Academy, Hawaii. All the participants
of the Gita Chanting were given a Bhagavad Gita book thanks to ISKCON, Sydney.
Representing Mr Victor Dominello, Minister for Citizenship and Communities, Mr Andrew Rohan, MP, Member for
Smithfield, conveyed his best wishes to Sydney Sanskrit School. Paying tributes to this language, he recognized
the importance of Sanskrit being the root of all languages of India and its neighbourhood. He praised the students
of Sydney Sanskrit School for their “linguistic excellence and masterly command over this most ancient and living
language which was showcased by their cultural performance on stage”. He mentioned that the excellent academic
performance of students of Indian and Sri Lankan origin is well known due to the importance given to education
by their parents. This was evident by the depth and the quality of the programs presented. “People of Indian origin
have brought high academic skills to Australia for several decades now, with many of them employed in schools and
universities as well as in the business sector as professionals and public servants. All of them contribute to the changing
demographics of multicultural Australia and just as diversity helps nature, new ideas and thoughts help in the progress
of Australia. New thoughts, new ideas, new enterprises will be pursued by the current and the future generations”.
He said that “our multiculturalism should be seen as a rich asset for the development of our people. As important as it
is to respect our heritage, it is also important to demonstrate our love for Australia”. He concluded by urging “Sanskrit
School and Sanskrit lovers to help promote multicultural Australia, by promoting multiculturalism, tourism, trade and
prosperity”. He released the second edition of the school magazine ‘Medha’.

His Excellency Consul General, Mr P D Fernando addressing the
audience.
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Later Mr Rohan felicitated Mr Alex Di Prinzio for his excellent work and commitment to the Community Language
Schools Program. In his speech Mr Alex emphasised the “importance of learning community languages and how it is
important not to lose them as they help to maintain our links with our past. They should be developed and maintained"
he stressed. He complimented the President Dr Lakshmi Satyanarayana and the teachers of Sydney Sanskrit School for
their persistent, tireless efforts in Community Language Programs and their commitment to delivering professional
excellence in teaching community canguage.

Mr Rohan felicitated Mr Alex Di Prinzio for his excellent work and commitment to the Community Language Schools Program. Mr Alex Di Prinzio,
Education Officer of The NSW Community Languages Schools Program emphasised on the importance of learning community language and
stressed on developing and maintaining it.

Ms Kesanee Palanuwongse, Deputy Consul-General, Royal Thai
Government addressing the audience.

Mr Paul Lynch, MP, Member for Liverpool and Shadow Attorney
General addressing the audience.

Ms Kesanee Palanuwongse, Deputy Consul-General, Royal Thai Government was at ease with Sanskrit and spoke about
how she uses Sanskrit Mantras in her daily meditation as part of her daily life. She mentioned the strong influence
of Sanskrit in Thai culture and day to day life. Mr Paul Lynch, who has never missed any Sydney Sanskrit School
programs mentioned about the importance of language learning, its link to one’s heritage and the significance of
Sanskrit amongst South and South East Asian that opens up understanding of other languages. He compared with his
experience in learning Latin which eased learning in other allied languages like Italian and so forth. He drew a parallel
with Aboriginal Australia, which had over five hundred languages prior to European settlement and now it is difficult
to find more than a handful of fluent speakers in native Aboriginal language. He felicitated Mr Alexander Fessenko
for his excellent voluntary work in the field of photography. The photo coverage during the current and previous
Samaskrutotsavam programs by Mr Alexander Fessenko was highly commended.
The founder and Principal of Sydney Sanskrit School Dr Meena Srinivasan paid tributes to her Guru and founder of
Samskrita Bharati, India, Sri Cha Mu Krishna Shastry and none less than the Ms Kesanee Palanuwongse, Deputy ConsulGeneral, Royal Thai Government felicitated him.
Sri Samba Murthy author of ‘Gist of Mundaka Upanishad’ gave a synopsis of the literature he has coverd in the book
and expressed his gratitude to Dr Lakshmi Satyanarayana for compiling and presenting the text in a highly readable
format. Sri Cha Mu Krishna Shastry released ‘Gist of Mundaka Upanishad’ written by SriSamba Murthy and published
by Sydney Sanskrit School.
In a speech Sri Cha Mu Krishna Shastry highlighted the importance of the teacher’s experience in making learning
interesting to the learner. He emphasised on the knowledge bank contained in Sanskrit and how it could be useful to
the whole humanity if properly utilized. With examples he highlighted the scientific, medicinal importance of Sanskrit
and how it is failing to be viewed within a narrow religious or scriptural perspective.
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Sri Cha Mu Krishna Shastry being honored by Ms Kesane
Palanuwongse.

Sri Samba Murthy author of ‘Gist of Mundaka Upanishad’ addressing the
audience.

Students presenting the finale item ‘Sanskrit Syllables’ along with pointing out part of the body the sound is produced from.

In her speech Dr Lakshmi Satyanarayana thanked all the dignitaries for gracing the occasion with their kind presence
and support to Sydney Sanskrit School.
The program ended with all the students showcasing the Sanskrit syllables along with pointing out part of the body
the sound is produced from. Animal sounds and their connection with Sanskrit were highlighted, for example - the
sound made by a dog ‘bho bho’ (Oh my Master) and the sound made by a duck ‘qua qua’ meaning ‘who’s there?’. Finally
all the animals spoke in Sanskrit saying “We all speak in Sanskrit, that is the common language for humans, please
speak in Sanskrit and do service”, implying that speaking Sanskrit itself is doing service. Enough words of praise and
gratitude cannot be said about the valuable contribution extended by the parent volunteers of Sydney Sanskrit School
who provided services such as backstage assistance, makeup for all participating kids and sumptuous food. Sydney
Sanskrit School had set out on display all the teaching material that are used in the school for everyone's benefit.

ु
ु
संस्कृतभाषा अति सलभा
संस्कृत-वाणी अति मधरा।
आर ्षगोचरं वेदवाङ्मयं ज्ञान सागरं।
saṁskṛtabhāṣā ati sulabhā samskṛta-vāṇī ati madhurā।
āarṣagocaraṁ vedavāṅmayaṁ jñāna sāgaraṁ ।

Sanskrit is a systematic and rythmic language that was visualized by the seers and
who availed it for creating the ocean of knowledge.
There is no doubt that the school would continue to grow in future and be a notable contributor to the learnin of
Sanskrit.
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‘Sanskrit for fun - SamVasanta Shibiram’ (Spring camp)
By Karthikeyan Subramanian

Sanskrit for fun - SamVasanta Shibhiram (Spring Camp) organised by Sydney Sanskrit School.

Close on heels after popular day camps and due to demands from participants Sydney Sanskrit School held its first
overnight camp from 23 September to 25 September 2011. The Bundilla Scout Camp site in Winston Hills, located
in the heart of the city near Parramatta provided a tranquil, peaceful , clean and safe environment for the children to
spend the night out with their friends, an atmosphere not accustomed to most little ones.
It was the last day of school and children were eagerly awaiting the camp. For most of them this was their first ever night
out and were looking forward to sleeping over with their friends on the bunk bed chatting all night. The apprehension
if any were for the parents, again, some of them hadn’t spent a night alone without tucking their little ones in bed, how
would they spend a lonely weekend at home?
After registration the camp started with a hands on computer session wherein senior students were taught to type in
Devanagari (Sanskrit) script using Itranslator. Mr Sundar Rajan handled the session with a flair of a seasoned professional
setting up a computer lab with over a dozen laptops. As Siddharth Subramanian reports: “The Data Entry session, on
Friday the 23rd, was an incredibly enjoyable activity. In the space of around one and a half hours we had mastered the
complex application known as I-Translator. Much to the teachers’ surprise, the senior students had typed an entire sloka with
almost no difficulty, as well as the increasingly exigent words that the teachers themselves had challenged us with. Indeed,
with the highly effective method of teaching, combined with the fun of working with complex software, had resulted in a
memorable activity that ended the first day of camp perfectly.”
Parallely the junior students had a session of story telling by the volunteers Meera, Ranjani and Shubhra aunty. “Stories
titled ‘The King Elephant and the Mice’, ‘Dharmabuddhi and paapabuddhi’ were very good. The first story tells us never to
make fun of anyone for their physical features or underestimate them. The second one teaches us that being dishonest will
bring bad name and disaster. We were very tired so we got to take with us the third story called “The Learned Pundit” to read
later. It tells you how important it is to learn life skills along with studies. We had a good sleep that night after those stories!”
reports Ashray Sreenath. His sister Sreya recounts about Sanskrit singing session. In her words “Kokila Koojati”; it was a
beautiful song portraying all the features of Spring Season. We also danced for it, which younger kids were very enthusiastic
about. Another song that we learnt was “phala khadana kriidaa“, which taught us how to count from 1-10 in Sanskrit and
taught us the names of fruits. We also learnt ”pashya pashya puttalam”, which was a song about puppets”.
The Principal, Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan had successfully blended spoken Sanskrit into all the camp activities which was
thoroughly enjoyed by the participants.
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Participants busy learning how to use ITranslator for Devanagari
script .

Panchatantra stories enjoyed by the kids.

Camp participants enthusiastically participating in the early morning physical exercises with instructions in Sanskrit.

Sumukha Jagadeesh, a senior student reflects on yoga session the next morning, especially Surya Namaskar in the
early hours of Saturday, “ despite an early start at 5.30am with everyone moaning and groaning, enjoyed the stretch and
relaxation”. On a similar note, Bhavana Yalandur reminisced the wonderful Yoga session and praised Mrs Veda Srinivasan:
“Vedaji has a Master’s Degree in Science and is a post graduate diploma in Montessori teaching. She received yoga training
from the International Yoga Vedantha centre at Chennai, India in 1993. She is qualified in alternative therapies- praanic
healing, aroma therapy, ayurveda and Bach flower remedies. She has always been a keen sports woman and her favourite
sports being tennis and netball. Also from the age of 16 she had dreamt about being part of the Olympics. Her dream was
fulfilled at the age of 59 when she received an award for volunteering at the 2000 Sydney Olympics. She is one of the founding
members of ‘Resourceful Australian Indian Network’ and served as the president for 3 years. She has also been teaching yoga
privately since 1998.”

Camp participants in a yoga session with Mrs Veda Srinivasan.
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Junior participants with the volunteer busy making stuffed dolls and monkeys.

Hand made dolls displayed on the eve of
Navarathri celebrations.

Ms Lenka Muchova, a puppeteer of international repute and a
passionate supporter of the Sydney Sanskrit School organised a
puppet making session on the theme of Navarathri. As Vaibhav so
eloquently describes “Lenka aunty had given us the body parts needed
to construct the puppet. These were the head, abdomen and chest region,
the arms, the thighs, a thin metal wire and the legs. Our first task was to
attach the legs to the stomach region. Because there were two allocated
regions the thighs could be inserted in so that they fit neatly. Once this
was done, we had to stab the metal wire through the body and the thighs
so that the thighs would not fall off and would be supported. ... Because
these were Navaratri puppets we had to dress them in either a sari or a
different version of a kurta pyjama.”

Puppeteer Ms Lenka Muchova.

While older kids were engaged in puppet making, doll making was
organised by Dr Lakshmi Satyanarayana for younger children. The boys
made monkeys and girls were engaged in making dolls. Participants
had plenty of help from number of volunteers. They helped to stitch
the hands and legs of the monkeys and dolls to their bodies. The
monkeys were dressed with dhoti and turban and the dolls with a
veil, ghagra choli and jewellery. All of the dolls and monkeys were
finally ready to be taken by the participants with them to their home.

Senior participants engrossed in the creative art of puppet making.
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Pratiksha Chuttar writes with great enthusiasm about the camp fire session conducted by Mrs Ambika Sridhar: “we
learnt many Bharatanatyam mudhras (hand gestures) and learnt what they meant. She taught us the Maharashtrian folk
dance form - Lezim. Getting the rhythm initially was very difficult but irrespective all the boys and girls had a very good time
following steps shown by Ambika aunty. She also showed us to play Dandia. Even all the adults got involved and everyone
had lots of fun. To add to our surprise, there, in the middle of the hall, was an electrical campfire. It was a pile of log arranged
in a way to look like a campfire, with cellophane wrapped around them and a light bulb put inside.... overall, we had an
awesome night, with a lot of singing and dancing. The atmosphere of night was full of energy and happiness with just the
light of the campfire”.
Ashita Hegde was impressed by the leadership skills session conducted by Mr Vijaykumar on Sunday morning, “the
importance of possessing vital skills such as strategic thinking for a leader. This was done in the interactive educational
speech given, in which the students were allowed to contribute their thoughts. After that they proceeded onto instructing
the kids to build their own bridge that could hold the weight of a tape role using simply newspaper and sticky tape. The
individuality of the children was evident in their creative designs of the bridge. Also, teamwork was promoted with the
children working together to complete their tasks within the allocated time.”

Camp Participants proudly displaying their innovative bridge made of newspaper and sticky tape.

Internation Animal Picnic Day - Story created by the participants of the Leadership workshop.

Another key leadership skill ‘Communication’ was imparted to the participants through a group activity. Each group
was given a sticker book and were asked to create a story line and arrange the stickers in a story format. The groups
were then asked to present their story line and discuss the challenges or issues that they encountered in compiling
it. While presenting the story they were also asked to come with a moral that the story would communicate. The
participants actively engaged in this activity and came up with very innovative stories using the same sticker book. One
of the group came up with a story line ‘International Animal Picnic Day’. The story line emphasised on the importance
of listening skills and team work. The story goes like this - Once all the animals go for a picnic and the arrogant zebra who
thinks he can do anything and doesn’t listen to the group on any matter. Ignoring everyone, the zebra goes for a swim in the
water which is prohibited for swimming and is about to drown. All the animals try their level best to pull the zebra out of the
water but no one is strong enough to pull him out. A small chicken comes up with a plan to pull the zebra out of the water.
The chicken asks all the animals to form a chain and use the collective strength of the team to pull zebra out. Eventually zebra
gets saved by the animals and they all have a wonderful picnic.
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Participants of the Leadership workshop with facilitator Mr Vjay Kumar.

The next day Mrs Meera Jagadeesh lured both boys and girls into an enchanted room filled with artistic materials.
“They had two choices for making beautiful cards, a floral card completed with delicate features or a card displaying
a car on a CD. Both cards had intricate designs and although looked complicated, they could be completed in a short
period of time and were in 3D” writes Siri Srinivas.

Participants with Mrs Meera Jagadeesh proudly displaying their hand made greeting cards.
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Participants performed a puppet show using the puppets made in the workshop on the last day of the camp.

Along with the kitchen, OH&S, night supervision duties our volunteers
were also engaged in learning Sanskrit - a session that was specifically
designed for them. The volunteers thoroughly enjoyed the session
with the facilitator Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan and did an excellent
presentation for the finale.

Distinguished guests - Uncle Ivan Wellington, (respected Aboriginal
Elder), Sri Harish Sharma (former deputy prime minister of Fiji), Pt
Narayan Bhat (president of Hindu Heritage Society), Sri Nihal Singh
Agar (president of Hindu Council of Australia).

Eventually as all good things come to an end so did the camp. The glittering closing function on Sunday commenced
with volunteer Shubhra Gupta welcoming our guests who included Uncle Ivan Wellington, (respected aboriginal elder),
Sri Harish Sharma (former deputy prime minister of Fiji), Pt Narayan Bhat (president of Hindu Heritage Society), Sri Nihal
Singh Agar (president of Hindu Council of Australia), Mr Rohit Revo (of the Indian news paper), Mr Ramono Yehudi
Solo (Ambassador” of Australian Gypsies. Organizer of Romani cultural groups), and Mrs Veda Srinivasan (founding
members of ‘Resourceful Australian Indian Network). Looking at the photograph of Jagadguru Sri Adi-Shankaracharya,
uncle Ivan noted remarkable similarity with the aborginal traditional elders and exclaimed “He looks one of our people”.
The program started with Uncle Ivan lighting the lamp followed by the speech by distinguished guests. Later the
Sanskrit school students did a play using their puppets. The play was to explain the reason puppets are decorated on
the steps during Navaratri. All the participants and volunteers received certificate of particpation at the end of the
program.
Yash Patel sums up his Spring Camp experience as “well what I can say about the camp, it was FANTASTIC! ... the camp
was very different from other school camps that I have been to, like in school camps we do a lot of physical activities but in
this Sanskrit camp I felt a lot better because we learnt some amazing facts which will help us in our day to day life....I loved
when special people came along way just to teach us about Yoga and Leadership. Honestly, I didn’t like doing or learning
about yoga but after a while I felt that each posture does something to our body for a good reason. Well the leadership
lecture .....most important thing that everyone had learnt was to work in a team The Computer skills that we have acquired
is just amazing. I have enjoyed the camp and I think that everyone else too enjoyed their stay including the volunteers. I loved
the food which the volunteers have taken their time to make for us. I thank everyone for making this camp enjoyable and a
wonderful memory to treasure.”
‘The hardest arithmetic to master is that which enables us to count our blessings’, said Eric Hoffer.
This is so true for Sydney Sanskrit School which is indebted to all the volunteers who made ‘SamVasanta Shibiram’ a successful
event. We take this opportunity to thank the camp volunteers: Ravi Gouni, Priyanka Mishra, Akash Gupta, Shubra Gupta,
Amita Narain, Sreenath, Priyamvada Sreenath, Prerna Chuttar, Pallavi Kulkarni and Geeta Joglekar for their enthusiasm,energy,
dedication and devotion that brought joy and happiness to all the camp participants and made this camp a memorable event
for everyone.
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2011 NSW Minister’s Awards for Excellence in Student Achievement in
Community Languages Schools
By Sri Keshavani

Dr Meenakshi Srnivasan (extreme left) and Mr Albert Vella (extreme right) with Vikram Sundar and Saumya Raman (displaying their certificates)
with their family members.

The 2011 NSW Minister’s Awards for Excellence in Student Achievement in Community Languages Schools were given
in a glittering ceremony held at the University of New South Wales on September 5, 2011.
The following students from the Sydney Sanskrit School received Commended Awards for their dedicated effort and
high performance in learning Sanskrit:
•

Sowmya Raman (Senior Section)

•

Vikram Sunder (Junior Section)

Well done, Sowmya and Vikram. Congratulations to both of you and to your parents and teachers to whom you have
done proud.
Congratulations and thanks to Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan, Principal, Sydney Sanskrit School, who has devoted herself
untiringly to establishing and running the school and teaching the Sanskrit language, particularly to young children.
The parents of all students attending the Sanskrit School are to be commended for their enthusiastic support of the
school’s aims and activities. Giving their valuable time and energy in helping the children to learn Sanskrit is indeed
worthwhile.
Sanskrit is the most ancient and venerable language of the Indian sub-continent. For thousands of years, the teaching
and learning of Sanskrit has been an unbroken tradition. It is the most perfectly structured and computer friendly
language in the world and has a rich and vast literature covering religion, philosophy, and the arts, and even disciplines
like mathematics, the sciences and humanities. Unfortunately, after English usurped the role of Sanskrit, the unbroken
tradition of teaching and learning Sanskrit fell behind and lost its prime place in curricula. But fortunately enough, it
still enjoys the love, concern and relevance in the minds of many in India and abroad. It is therefore, a matter of great
pride that the Sydney Sanskrit School has been established.
It is hoped that the effort in the revival of Sanskrit will continue unabated and the knowledge and values contained in
Sanskrit literature and writings will enrich our lives forever.
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Child Safe Seminar - A Professional Development Opportunity
By Priyamvada Parathasarthy

Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan, Mrs Priyamvada Sreenath and Mr D Srinivas with Mr Alex Di Prinzio - Education Officer Community Languages and Ms
Lena Stojanovski.

The NSW Commission for Children and Young People had organised a seminar on Child Safe Organizations on September
13, 2011 at the Liverpool City Library. The presentation was done by Ms Lena Stojanovski. Sydney Sanskrit School
participated in this seminar and would like to extend their gratitude to the Commission for providing with frequent
workshops and training as well as useful tools to implement the necessary strategies in making and maintaining our
organization as a Child-safe and Child-friendly one.
The Functions of the Commission are promotion of kids’ safety, welfare and well-being, promotion of research on kids
issues, background checking for child-related employment, promotion of kids’ participation in decision making and
promotion of Child-safe Child-friendly organisations. The key points to be addressed in ensuring that the organisation
is a child-safe and child-friendly one are
1. developing a Child-safe Child-friendly policy,
2. ensuring children’s participation in decision-making,
3. involving parents,
4. effective recruitment,
5. working with children check and
6. having an effective and trusted complaint handling process.
It was rightly said that a child safe organisation is child-centred, preventative rather than reactive, acknowledges that
harm is done by all forms of abuse, understands the risks in their organisation and most importantly is transparent
and open. The checklist provided to us by the Commission is quite helpful in the areas of risk assessment and risk
management. A number of resources and information available on the Commission’s website were listed out. The
importance of having an effective ‘Code of Conduct’ for the organisation was emphasised. The Code of Conduct
should address risk factors in a clear and unambiguous language, widely advertised and distributed. This will enable
to addresses specific risks identified in the organisation’s risk management plan and removes uncertainty about what
behaviour is acceptable with kids.
Sydney Sanskrit School is extremely thankful to the NSW Commission for Children and Young People for extending
their continuous support and guidance in maintaining our School Child-safe and Child-friendly and look forward to
having a good working relationship with the commission in the future!

Obituary
Mithila, alumni of Sydney Sanskrit School is bereaved by the loss of her father Sanjay Navare
on 23 March. The students, parents and staff of Sydney Sanskrit School offer their deepest
condolences to Mithila, her brother Sanketh and mother Ketaki and pray that they are given
the strength to overcome this great loss. The school encourages parents and children to keep
in close touch with Mithila and her family.
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Sydney Sanskrit School students visit NanTien temple
By Ranjani Rao

Students, teachers and parents visit NanTien temple as part of the educational tour organised by the Sydney Sanskrit School.

On 7 August 2011, as part of the educational tour Sydney Sanskrit School visited the Nan Tin Temple at Wollongong.
This was planned and arranged by the cultural committee. What an excellent trip it turned out to be!
Some of us assembled at our regular school venue at 8.30a.m. We adjusted ourselves into the available car space and
off we started at 9.00a.m. It took us a bit over an hour to arrive at the Temple and the other kids and parents arrived
there shortly.
The teachers arranged the little kids into pairs and we started off in a more-or-less orderly fashion to see the Temple.
First we went into the front hall which has the Thousand-handed and Thousand-eyed Avalokitesvara. We could see
thousands of little Buddha statues on the walls. All the children lit incense sticks and prayed in front of the statue. As is
required by the Temple rules, all of us remove our shoes and hats before entering a shrine.
The guide told us that this temple is a branch of the Fo Guang Shan Buddhism and is the biggest Buddhist temple in the
Southern Hemisphere. We are told that there is another main hall upstairs with five majestic Buddha statues. The senior
is Vairochana Buddha who occupies center of the mandala and the other four include Dhyani Buddhas and Akshobhya
Buddha in the east, Ratna Sambhav Buddha in the south, Amitabha in the west and Amoghsidhi Buddha in the north.
There are thousands of little Buddha statues in the walls in the main hall. We also spotted a couple of trees which had
tiny cards with wishes on them. Also lots of lamps which people had lighted and which were arranged neatly in front
of the statues.
On a level below is the museum which showcases some art and craft projects like bracelets, key rings, necklaces. The
museum hall is mirrored and has a couple of “wishing fountains”. It also has some interesting artefacts like calligraphy
on grains of rice and even human hair. We also saw some beautiful carvings out of a single piece of wood!!
After every stop the teachers did the rollcall to ensure that all the little ones were accounted for. There were a lot of steps
to climb but the kids were very enthusiastic and kept up with the pace. To keep them interested further, Dr Meenakshi
refreshed the memories on some of the Sanskrit terminologies for the plants, trees, grass, leaves, flowers etc.
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Next stop: Pagoda. A seven-level structure situated near the gate of the Temple which houses the ashes of the monks
and their relatives and has the capacity to house the ashes of more than 7000 people. There is also a bell which you can
sound once after making a wish. It was so sweet to see the kids – small and big – line up to say a little prayer and ring
the bell.
All around in the gardens, there are Buddha statues and the whole place has peace and tranquil and greenery. The
Temple stretches over 55 acres of land and also has a Pilgrim Lodge, Lotus Pond etc. The Temple also provides weekend
meditation retreats and craft classes.
After this we all gathered and since it was lunch time, pondering about what next? The children were getting hungry
from all the walking around and Mr. Anil suggested that we visit the Shellharbour beach. This is about 20 minutes of
drive from the Temple. The location is an idyllic spot with a small beach and covered bench areas suitable for picnic
spots. A very leisurely spot, indeed. All the food was arranged under the shaded spot which had a few benches and
a barbeque area. As is the unwritten tradition of the Sanskrit School, the teachers and parents automatically bring in
enough quantities of food to feed themselves and to share as well. All the picnic rugs were arranged in a circle on the
grass and everyone got settled to sample delicious idli, pulao, vadas, curd rice, etc.

Students and their families enjoying the lunch at educational excursion.

Kids enjoying the Spring water at Illawara lake.

Kids getting ready to go back home after an enjoyable
educational excursion at the NanTien temple and Illawara lake.

After that, we had a few games of tug-of-war arranged by our President, Dr. Lakshmi. We had a best-of game between
the junior girls and boys, senior girls and boys and even parents! Although it was hard to decide who “won” at the end,
we had a lot of fun and heaps of laughter with encouragement all around.
It was a beautiful day outside and the kids soon branched out – some boys for a game of cricket and some others for a
dip in the icy cold water. Despite the fact that the water was near freezing, it did not stop them from having a go, albeit
shivering most of the time, at trying out the water.
Mr. Sreenath made sure that the kids stayed within a limited areas since there was a bit of current in the water. Some
of the kids enjoyed making sand castles and decorating them with the shells found in the water – I guess the name
Shellharbour comes from the fact that there are so many shells in the water. Even we, adults, enjoyed a bit of a frolic in
the freezing water. It was really hard to get the kids out of the water when it was time to go around 4pm.
We ended the day as usual with prayers and a thank you speech by our President. We had an excellent turnout of 26
children and their parents, and I am sure that I can say for everyone that we had a great time all around. I am sure more
people will come in the future if all educational tours are so much fun! We look forward to them.
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Spotlight - Vikram Sundar
By Siddharth Subramanian
In September 2011, a young member of the Sydney Sanskrit School reached the high achievement of receiving an
Award of Excellence from the Federation of Community Languages Services. Vikram Sundar, a committed and aboveaverage student had caught the attention of the FCLS with his brilliance in the ancient language of Sanskrit.
Vikram Sundar is a Grade 5 student studying in Westmead Public School. Since his day of enrolment he has succeeded
in many activities and is one of the top students in the grade. It was three years ago that his parents, Sundar and Vaidehi
Rajan, decided to enrol him in the Sydney Sanskrit School. Over the period of these past three years, he has cultivated
his enthusiasm and skill for learning this language, becoming very proficient in reading, writing and speaking. He has
been actively participating in every event and activity that the Sanskrit school has held. In last year’s Samskrutotsavam
event- a festival run by the Sydney Sanskrit School to showcase the progress that the students have made as well as to
exhibit their talents in performing arts such as dancing and singing- Vikram acted magnificently as Mahatma Gandhi
in a major Sanskrit play.
Along with his dedication to both weekend and mainstream schools, he undertakes a number of extracurricular
activities. In addition to his knowledge in Sanskrit, he is also adept in Japanese. Furthermore, he is currently learning to
play carnatic music on the violin, a skill that is incredibly hard to master.
Vikram is a very dedicated and eager student in every activity he undertakes. The Award of Excellence handed to him
by the FCLS is only befitting of his efforts, and is a tribute to the promise and wisdom that he has shown at such a young
age.

Vikram is an exceptional student of the Sydney Sanskrit School. He has won many prizes for the school in Bhagawad Gita and Subhashitam
competition for his excellent Sanskrit pronounciation. His young age doesn’t deter him from expressing his thoughts and opinion on culture and
its relevance in the modern era. He is a voracious reader and loves to read about the use of language in various cultural settings. His sense of
community service at this young age is highly commendable.
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Krishnashtami at Sydney Sanskrit School
By Smt Ranjani Rao

Krishnaashtami celebrations at Sydney Sanskrit School.

Krishna Janmashtami or Janmashtami or Gokulaashtami or simply Krishnaashtami - a festival celebrating the birth of
Lord Krishna falls in the month of Aashadha, under the Rohini Nakshatra on the 8th day after the new moon. It is an
occasion of great joy and celebration in India. We at Sydney Sanskrit School also celebrated this joyous occasion on
Sunday, the 21st of August 2011– since that is the day the children have their regular classes and it is easy to involve
everyone in the celebration.
Starting off any celebration by invoking God’s blessing is a tradition of the school. Our teachers, Dr. Meenakshi Srinivasan
and Meera Jagadeesh decorated the puja area with the help of volunteer parents and set up a little mantap with the
image of Lord Krishna and also a beautiful painting. The puja was performed by Sri Arun Raghavan. All the children
were dressed up in traditional clothing and we had Krishna, Radha and the gopis all looking the part.
The older kids spoke a few sentences about the occasion both in Sanskrit and in English. The kids’ ability to learn things
and present them so beautifully in a short span of time never ceases to amaze us parents. Some of the older kids also
chanted shlokas. The little kids even did a Raasa-Leela dance – they only had about half an hour to prepare and present
this! The older kids helped them with the dance steps. It was indeed a sight to behold. We all felt as if we were back in
Vrindavana.
The documentary which brought an award from NSW Federation of Community Language Schools to our students
Skanda Jagadeesh and Sumukha Jagadeesh in the short story competition in the month of June 2011 was featured
on this occasion. The illustrations were done by Skanda, subtitles and background music provided by Sumukha. We all
enjoyed the creativity shown by the children. The screening also provided an impetus to the other kids to participate
in the future competitions and showed them that they have avenues within the school atmosphere to showcase their
talents. Skanda also accepted the cash award given by the NSW Federation of Community Language Schools.
After the program, all the parents chanted the Vishnu Sahasranama stotram. The entire room resonated with one voice,
giving us a feeling of peace. We also had a session of bhajans where some of the parents took the lead and everone
followed suit.
Dr Lakshmi Satyanarayana organised a competition that involved the kids in drawing Krishna dancing on the Sheshnaag.
To increase the complexity, the participants were blind folded. Kids had a lot of fun participating in this activity. Mr
Kantipudi and alongwith other parents helped the kids expend some of their pent up energy by giving a new twist to
the “Dahi Haandi” ceremony. They had balloons tied up high and involved the kids in a balloon bursting fest. Lots of
laughter and pops later all the kids came away with balloons, sweets and big smiles on their faces.
The event was finished off by a sumptuous vegetarian meal. All the food was prepared by the community members
and the parents.
We are ever so thankful to our enthusiastic community members and the parents of all the kids for coming together, as
always, to help us make this event a success and help everything go smoothly.
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Support us in our cause to preserve and promote Sanskrit as a community language. We will
acknowledge your contribution as an official sponsor of the Sydney Sanskrit School.
To request a sponosorship proposal email info.sydneysanskritschool@gmail.com

Become a sponsor now...
Contribute an article
If you would like to submit an article for Dhīmahī, please email to info.sydneysanskritschool@gmail.com. The
article can be in Sanskrit, Hindi and or English language. We encourage you to express your opinion, views and or
compliments relevant to the activities done by the Sydney Sanskrit School. Please note that all the articles will be
reviewed by the editorial team to ensure that the language used is neutral and does not hurt readers sentiment.
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‘धीमहि ’ (Dhīmahi) is a quarterly newsletter published by the Sydney Sanskrit School under the auspices of School of Vedic Sciences (Aus) Inc.
In this publication occurrence of copyright symbol © indicates that the copyright is owned by the School of Vedic Sciences (Aust) Inc. All rights
reserved. No part of the copyright content in this publication may be reproduced in any form or by means, electronic or mechanical ,reading ,
forms of performance or any other information storage device without prior permission in writing from the School. Sydney Sanskrit School does
not take responsibility of the authenticity, correctness and any implied meaning of the various articles published in this newsletter. The articles
are the sole opinion and or view point of their authors.
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